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Dear Members,
The Exclusive Interview in our first issue of financial 1st for 2019 feature YB
Dato’ Ir Amiruddin Hamzah, Deputy Finance Minister of Malaysia.
In his regular column, the MFPC President talks about optimism about
the future of Malaysia’s economy and highlights the reasons for MFPC’s
programmes for youth.
You will also read about the benefit of effective housing loan
management and planning, the benefits of planning one’s retirement
early, and the Rule of 72 vs the Rule of 78, among other articles.
In addition, we have our usual write-ups from BNM and SC. In this issue,
SC provides readers with informative particulars on managing equity
market risk while BNM provides details on economic and financial
developments in Malaysia in Q4 2018.
All this, and more.
Do send us your feedback and suggestions. So we can continue to work
to further improve the publication.
Enjoy reading this issue.
Till the next issue,
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YB Dato’ Ir Amiruddin Hamzah
Deputy Minister Of Finance

Malaysia’s Finances :
The Importance of Financial Planning
Q:

The tax season is upon us and many individuals are
facing challenges in filing their tax returns. Many have
no intention of cheating the system but are simply
not knowledgeable as to how to submit error-free tax
returns. Are any steps being taken to assist these individuals?

A:

I

RBM has taken a number of initiatives in this regard. Among them:
IRBM has simplified its latest version of ezHASIL, particularly e-Filing and m-Filing
(mobile filing – filing tax return via smart phone) aimed at assisting taxpayers to
file their annual tax returns. This is a free application provided by IRBM to make
it easier for taxpayers to compute, complete, and submit their income tax return
forms (ITRF) electronically. About 5.19 million online tax return submissions were
logged during the 2018 filing season, a sharp increase in e-Filing and mFiling users compared to 2016 and 2017 as can be seen below:
2018

2017

2016

Numbers of tax
5.19 million 4.96 million 4.43 million
returns filed online

ezHASIL has thus become many taxpayer’s
choice in filling their tax return forms as it is
user friendly and helps to minimize errors in
tax calculations.
For proper tax filing and other
documentations, it is essential for
businesspersons to engage with
professional and authorised tax agents
as stipulated under Section 153 of the
Income Tax Act 1967. A list of authorised
tax agents can be obtained from the
IRBM’s official portal at www.hasil.gov.my
IRBM also collaborates with professional
bodies such as the Chartered Tax Institute
of Malaysia (CTIM), the Malaysian
Institute of Accountants (MIA), and other
professional bodies by organizing seminars,
conferences, conventions and talks,
publication of articles, brochures on taxes,
and many other measures in order to
reach out to more taxpayers.
IRBM has also put in an extra effort by
positioning officers at e-Filing counters

during the e-Filing
period as to assist
taxpayers and provide
direct consultation
to them. IRBM
branches also act as
an interactive platform
for those who come
to seek advice and
guidance. Other efforts
include the Hasil Care
Line (HCL) for taxpayers
to contact the officers
directly if they require
assistance concerning their
tax queries and tax issues.
In addition to that, IRBM
periodically updates its official
portal and social media, such
as Facebook, with the latest
information on taxes in order
to cater to the public’s needs
and to clear any doubts or
misunderstanding on tax
matters.

Government has been firmly committed to righting past wrongs, and we are optimistic, seeing the positive
Q: The
strategies being undertaken. As an example, the Samurai and Panda bonds coming our way is positive proof

that the Ministry of Finance is particularly focussed on dealing with the country’s existing debt. However, many
Malaysians are impatient as the cost of living remains high and they feel that there seems to be no light at the
end of the tunnel. Please give us your comments regarding this Dato’.

A:

The Government has always been emphasising
on the importance of ensuring that the prosperity
and livelihood of the people are safeguarded. In
this regard, various initiatives and incentives have been
introduced, particularly with regards to those in the B40 group
who are most affected by the rising cost of living. Among the
initiatives is the abolishment of the Goods and Services Tax

(GST) which was replaced with the Sales and Services Tax (SST)
beginning on 1 September 2018. The introduction
of SST will assist people, in particular those
in the B40 and M40 groups, through the
reduction of indirect taxes on goods and
services, helping to reduce their daily
expenditure on basic necessities.
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In addition, to further reduce the impact of the rising cost of
living, the Government has implemented and is concurrently
studying the implementation of a number of measures to
assist the people. These include:
i)
		
ii)
iii)
iv)
		
v)
		
vi)
		
		
vii)
		
		
viii)
		
		
		
		
ix)
		

Enhancing the quality of healthcare services in
all public clinics and hospitals;
Increasing the number of affordable houses;
Ensuring sufficient supply of basic food items;
Reviewing toll charges to reduce the burden of
the people;
Providing school aid such as food assistance,
text books, and per capita grants;
Absorbing the bulk of the cost of providing 		
education to students in public institutions of
higher learning;
Enhancing technical and vocational education
and training to improve youth skills and increase 		
employment opportunities;
Widening the coverage and quality of public
transportation, especially in urban and suburban
areas. This includes the provision of unlimited
usage of RapidKL facilities at a flat rate of RM100
for rail transportation and RM50 for buses; and
Standardising the minimum wage to RM1,100
throughout the country beginning 1 January 2019.

Other than that, as announced in the 2019 Budget, Bantuan
Sara Hidup (BSH) cash grants are now better targeted to
those in need and BSH has also been enhanced to take into
account the composition of the households. Furthermore,
the Government has also provided various assistance for
farmers, rubber tappers, smallholders, and fishermen to
further increase their productivity and output. These include:
i)

ii)

Providing incentives for rubber tappers through
Rubber Productivity Incentives (IPGs), with an
allocation amounting to RM50 million, to assist in
reducing the impact of rubber price reduction; and
Allocating RM30 million to assist oil palm
smallholders in obtaining Malaysian Sustainable
Palm Oil (MSPO) certification recognition to
increase the marketability of the commodity in
overseas markets.

The Government has also placed great emphasis on the
importance of ensuring a good and affordable health
protection programme for the people, particularly for the
B40 group. Hence, the Government has introduced the
national B40 Health Protection Fund, mySalam, which offers
takaful coverage for individuals in the B40 category. Under
this scheme, the insured individual will receive a one-off
payment of up to RM8000 for treatment in hospitals for
36 critical illnesses and daily hospital allowances of RM50
per day for up to 14 days of hospitalisation. This scheme is
expected to benefit 3.8 million B40 individuals, who are also
the recipients of BSH, aged between 18 to 55 years and their
spouses.
Furthermore, the Government is strengthening the
macroeconomic fundamentals of the country to ensure
robust and healthy economic growth. This effort will also
help to increase job opportunities and people’s incomes.
The Government will also continue to increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Government’s expenditure to bring
greater impact on the country’s
economy and ensure a strong and
sustainable fiscal position that will
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contribute to generate higher business confidence.
However, the cost of living for households also depends on
how households make choices in their spending. Households
should organise their spending priorities well and not to buy
in shops that charge unreasonably high prices.

Q:

The Government will soon see its first anniversary
being in power. Can you share with us the plans to
reenergize Malaysia’s economy and the successes
of the MoF so far?

A:

Being an open economy, Malaysia is exposed
to vulnerabilities from the external environment
through trade and financial flows. Nevertheless,
the Malaysian economy remains resilient to withstand
these challenges buffeted by strong fundamentals
and a diversified economic structure. In this regard, the
Malaysian economy expanded by 4.7% in 2018 supported
by steady domestic activities and favourable external
trade performance. Furthermore, GDP growth is expected
to record a growth between 4.3% — 4.8% in 2019, in line
with global growth and trade performances. Meanwhile,
Malaysia’s GNI per capita stood at USD10,564 in 2018 (2017:
USD9,650), reflecting a shortfall of 12.4% (2017: -20%) or
USD1,492 from the World Bank’s threshold of a high income
country which is at USD12,056. The unemployment rate
remained low at 3.3 per cent in February 2019. Meanwhile,
inflation (Consumer Price Index - CPI) contracted 0.3% during
the first quarter of 2019. The decline was mainly attributed to
the transport group where fixed diesel price and reduction
on RON95 price ceiling led to lower pump prices. Overall, the
CPI is expected to average between 0.7% and 1.7% in 2019.
As for the external sector, gross exports are expected
to soften to 3.4% in 2019 (2018: 6.7%), in line with more
moderate expansion in the global economy and trade
activity. Nevertheless, exports will be supported mainly by
sustained demand for manufactured goods. Meanwhile,
gross imports are projected to expand by 4.5% in 2019
(2018: 4.9%), supported by imports of intermediate and
consumption goods. The current account balance is
projected to remain in surplus in 2019, albeit narrowing
between 1.5% and 2.5% of GNI, driven by goods surplus.
International reserves are now valued at RM422.3 billion
(USD103.5 billion) and are sufficient to finance 7.7 months of
retained imports and equivalent to 1.0 times the short-term
external debt.
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spending in the E&E and primary-related manufacturing
sub-sectors as well as the transport, storage, and
communication services sub-sectors.
Knowledgeable and innovative human capital is a
prerequisite to ensuring sustainable growth. In this regard,
we want our human capital to be e-ready and e-fit. As
such, the Government will accelerate human capital
development through enhancing access to quality
education and training as well as providing opportunities for
quality employment.
To ensure inclusive growth, the Government is taking
measures to ease the rising cost of living, which is expected
to further support consumption spending, especially among
lower income households. These measures include capping
retail fuel prices, higher minimum wage, and Bantuan Sara
Hidup cash transfers.

Moving forward, the Government will balance the
objectives of supporting economic expansion, ensuring
inclusive growth and meeting its fiscal consolidation by
strengthening sectoral growth and structural reforms,
accelerating innovation and technology adoption, as well
as providing quality infrastructure to support and facilitate
economic activities. On the sectoral side, the services
sector will be intensified by focusing on knowledge-intensive
services and improving productivity. Growth in the services
sector will be steered by the tourism industry, in line with Visit
Malaysia Year 2020.
Meanwhile, the manufacturing sector is anticipated to shift
towards automation and higher value added production
in line with Industry 4.0. It focuses on encouraging the
manufacturing sector to adopt smart manufacturing
systems. Growth in the manufacturing sector will be led by
electrical and electronics (E&E), machinery and equipment
(M&E), as well as chemicals and chemical products. In
addition to that, the aerospace and medical devices subsectors will continue to be prioritised.
Furthermore, efforts will be undertaken to modernise the
agricultural sector in order to achieve higher productivity.
The agro-food sub-sector will be reformed to address
national food security as well as increase income for
farmers. Focus will be given to developing alternative inputs
and new sources of wealth to reduce reliance on food
imports. Higher value added downstream activities in the
commodity sub-sector will be expanded towards ensuring
a more sustainable income for smallholders and increasing
competitiveness of the commodities.
Foremost, the Government recognises the importance of
the digital economy and the infrastructure required for it to
grow. Both large and smaller companies need to embrace
digital connectivity, the use of data analytics and explore
opportunities to build digital businesses. Towards this end,
the Government will encourage and provide incentives to
investments and collaborations in turning Malaysia into a
hub for digital services and communications.
These initiatives are expected to ameliorate private
investment which is projected to register a growth of
4.9% in 2019. The ongoing multi-year projects would
continue to support investment activity, particularly in
the manufacturing and services sectors, including capital

The success of the Government’s efforts to stimulate
economic growth and well-being of the people are
subjected to several downside risks mainly coming from the
global environment which includes trade protectionism,
uncertainty in the financial market, and volatility in
commodity prices. On the domestic front, a re-occurrence
of the commodity supply disruption could also affect the
recovery in the mining and agriculture sectors.
However, the strong fundamentals of the Malaysian
economy, including a healthy labour market, stable inflation
rate, surplus in the current account of the balance of
payments, as well as a more diversified Malaysian trade
structure in terms of destination and products will cushion
the risks while preserving domestic economic activity.
Additionally, having a flexible exchange rate policy,
sufficient level of international reserves, and an advanced
financial system will further strengthen the country’s
economic ability to cope with any external shocks.
reports have stated that personal financing is
Q: Some
very often used to sustain the living standards and
lifestyle choices of many individuals in Malaysia.
A 2018 report by the Central Bank of Malaysia
highlighted that personal financing has been one
of the major contributors to debt accumulation by
civil servants, amounting to 34% of their total debt
compared to the national level of 15%. Could you
highlight the steps that the MoF is undertaking to
address this situation?

A:

Malaysia’s level of household indebtedness trended
lower to 82.1%¹ of GDP in 2018 (2015 (peak): 86.9%²
of GDP), following a series of cross-cutting measures
implemented by the Government and Bank Negara
Malaysia since 2010. The measures were mainly to instil
responsible financing behaviour amongst borrowers and
creditors and to prevent households from having excessive
debt burden.
¹ This ratio is a revision from 83% of GDP as reported in the Bank
Negara Malaysia Financial Stability and Payment
Systems Report 2018 following the GDP rebasing
exercise from year 2010 to 2015 by Department
of Statistics, Malaysia.
² 88.4% of GDP prior to the GDP rebasing
from year 2010 to 2015.
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Loans for personal use, which drove the earlier expansion in
household debt, have moderated significantly to a growth
of 2.3% as at end-2018 (2008 (peak): 25.2%).
A survey conducted by Bank Negara Malaysia highlighted
that about half of personal financing was acquired by those
who are earning less than RM5,000 per month (including civil
servants) and mainly for consumption purposes to support
lifestyle choices and maintain the standard of living.
Recognising the importance of creating a financially-savvy
society, Agensi Kaunseling dan Pengurusan Kredit (AKPK),
a subsidiary of Bank Negara Malaysia, has been pro-active
in reaching out to the public, including civil servants, to
provide advisory services and assistance to borrowers in
managing their finances. AKPK has also been engaging
with and conducting financial education programmes for
government agencies including police and armed-forces
personnel all over Malaysia since 2014. The programmes
cover financial and debt management for civil servants
and are designed for different life stages (entering the
workforce, starting and raising a family and up to retirement
age). To date, more than 5,500 financial education sessions
have been conducted, thus contributing to better and
more informed financial decisions amongst civil servants.
To reinforce prudent financial discipline among civil
servants, Bank Negara Malaysia, in collaboration with
Jabatan Perkhidmatan Awam (JPA) and Institut Tadbiran
Awam Negara (INTAN), recently established a learning
module on Personal Financial Management on the online
platform (E-Pembelajaran Sektor Awam, EPSA). The online
module which was launched in March 2019 covers the
basics of financial literacy, mainly financial and debt
management, and also contemporary financial issues,
including financial scams, as well as channels for consumer
redress mechanisms. The online module offers 272 financial
courses and to date more than 600,000 civil servants are
registered users.
Several policy priorities will be key to promote more
sustainable debt accumulation among civil servants and
households more broadly:
1.Formulation of a National Strategy for Financial Literacy
A coordinated approach to financial education
across various aspects of financial management and
demographics needs to be expanded at the national
level. The Financial Education Network, established by Bank
Negara Malaysia together with other Government agencies
in 2016, has developed a National Strategy for Financial
Literacy with the following thrusts:
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i.to nurture responsible financial values from
an early age;
ii.to encourage the adoption of a healthy
financial lifestyle;
iii.to inculcate positive financial attitudes
and behaviour among targeted groups;
iv.to support long-term financial and
retirement planning; and
v.to empower individuals to manage risks
and returns.
2.Expediting the enactment of the Consumer Credit Act to
promote fair lending practices and improve consumer welfare.
About 20% of total household debt is extended by non-bank
financial institutions (NBFIs), including money lenders and hire
purchase loan providers. However, these NBFIs are unevenly
regulated. Their target lending markets focus on low-to-middle
income groups, including civil servants. About 60% of civil
servant debt was acquired from NBFIs. Bank Negara Malaysia
and relevant ministries/agencies are currently formulating the
Consumer Credit Act to:
i.promote a coordinated and coherent
regulatory and oversight framework for
consumer credit activities;
ii.promote a prudent and responsible credit
culture among borrowers and lenders; and
iii.strengthen the protection of consumers in their
dealings with consumer credit providers.

Q:

A:

The ever-growing, increasingly complex and
myriad range of financial products in Malaysia
present consumers with a bewildering array
of choices that require specialist knowledge.
However, many individuals lack this knowledge
and hence end up making poor financial choices.
How can the MoF help consumers in this situation?

There are two key approaches taken by Bank Negara
Malaysia (BNM) to help consumers make better
financial decisions:
1.Setting and enforcing of standards on the
responsible conduct of financial service providers (FSPs).
•Measures are in place to ensure that FSPs behave
responsibly in the offering of financial products and services.
Principles of fair treatment of financial consumers are
embedded into all stages of the product life-cycle, from
product design, product promotions, sales and marketing,
provision of advice, to post-sale processes.
•In the offering of products and services, amongst others,
FSPs are required to:
	 - provide consumers with clear, reliable, and timely
information on financial products and services before,
during, and after sales, to facilitate comparison and
informed decision-making.
	 - ensure that their staff, representatives, and agents
exercise due care, skill, and diligence, in providing advice
or recommendations that suit consumers’ financial needs
and circumstances.
	 - ensure the use of plain language and fair terms in the
contracts between FSPs and financial consumers.
	 - implement standardised agreement for housing loans of
RM500,000 and below.
	 - establish reward and remuneration systems that 		
incentivise the right attitude and behaviour of staff at 		
all levels to support the outcome of fair treatment
of consumers.

financial 1st
•Actions will be taken against FSPs that fail to comply
with these requirements based on complaints received or
observations from BNM’s ongoing supervision of FSPs.
•In 2018, supervisory and enforcement actions were
taken by BNM against 51 FSPs for various noncompliances with financial conduct rules and regulations.
Examples include inadequate product disclosures,
breaches of customer information, improper advice
practices, unfair terms in takaful proposal forms, and
insufficient customer fact finding in recommending
products at the point of sale.
2.Consumer education and empowerment
•Educating and empowering consumers on financial
matters is critical to improve their understanding and
skills to make informed and responsible financial
decisions, to deal confidently with the FSPs, and to
seek help and advice when needed. Financially
literate consumers would be better able to appreciate
the benefits and risks of financial products, and identify
suitable products that meet their risk appetites, needs,
and objectives. They are also able to make the
distinction between legitimate products and fraudulent
schemes that should be avoided.
•Among the on-going financial education initiatives
that aim to elevate financial literacy and better
empower consumers include:

- Inculcating basic financial management skills
from young, continuously promoting prudent
money management in various life stages;

- Creating awareness of emerging financial
innovations and their risks, to build consumers’
confidence to cope with and to benefit from such  
advancement; and

- Providing information on basic financial concepts
and their implications in making a financial
decision, such as in purchasing a car/house,
participating in insurance/takaful products, making
cashless transactions, or choosing an investment
plan.






•It is also important for consumers to be provided with
avenues for addressing any complaints and grievances.
For this purpose, the following channels have been
established:
- A dedicated Complaints Unit in every FSP
- ABMConnect, set up by The Association of Banks
in Malaysia
- The Ombudsman of Financial Services, an
independent and impartial alternative dispute
resolution body
- Complaint Management and Advisory Services
BNMLINK, BNM
•On-going research and conduct of consumer
surveys to assess and track levels of financial literacy of
Malaysians across all ages and segments of society
serve as a feedback loop to support the
implementation of the national financial education
strategies and policies. For example, the findings of the
Financial Capability and Inclusion Demand Side Survey
2018 has been used to draw priorities and devise
targeted interventions under the proposed National
Strategy for Financial Literacy that has been
developed by the Financial Education Network(FEN)³
with the aim to elevate the financial literacy of
Malaysians and to promote prudent financial
behaviours and attitudes.

Q:

In our recent study on Financial Capability
and Utilization of Financial Advisory Services in
Malaysia, we found that 40% of Malaysians do
not plan ahead financially. In addition, the S&P
Global Literacy Financial 2014 report indicated
that financial literacy in Malaysia is low at 36%
compared to 59% in developed countries. One
financial institution has created the first of its kind
digital financial planner on its application citing
the need to do so based on our survey findings.
Is a national strategy to improve the financial
literacy of Malaysians in the pipeline?

A:

A 5-year National Strategy for Financial Literacy (NS)
with the objective of elevating financial literacy
and promoting prudent behaviour and attitude
has been developed by the Financial Education Network
(FEN)� and will be launched in the second half of 2019.
Improving financial literacy is certainly a priority for the
nation, as it would elevate the financial well-being of
Malaysians, encourage competition in financial services,
as well as contribute to a more productive workforce. The
implementation of NS will be driven by FEN, in collaboration
with the public, private and non-profit sectors, as well as
other key stakeholders.
³ The Financial Education Network (FEN) is an inter-agency platform
established in 2016, and co-chaired by Bank Negara Malaysia and
the Securities Commission Malaysia. Other members comprise of the
Ministry of Education Malaysia, Agensi Kaunseling dan Pengurusan
Kredit, Perbadanan Insurans Deposit Malaysia, Employees Provident
Fund, and Permodalan Nasional Berhad.
� The Financial Education Network (FEN) is an inter-agency
platform established in 2016, and co-chaired by Bank
Negara Malaysia and the Securities Commission
Malaysia. Other members comprise of the Ministry
of Education Malaysia, Agensi Kaunseling dan
Pengurusan Kredit, Perbadanan Insurans
Deposit Malaysia, Employees Provident
Fund, and Permodalan Nasional Berhad.
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The NS is a holistic five-year plan, consisting of strategic
priorities and action plans on financial education
initiatives designed to encourage and empower
Malaysians to adopt a healthy financial lifestyle
throughout their different life stages. The NS aspires to
contribute towards the long-term financial well-being
of Malaysians by helping them manage their financial
needs and commitments so that they have peace of
mind from being financially secure and resilient.

Q:

Some 64,632 Malaysians aged
between 18 to 44 years have
been declared bankrupt over
the last five years, Parliament
was told in August 2018.
This was attributed to weak
financial planning and
insufficient knowledge in
managing financial matters.
Furthermore, some financial
institutions do not seem to be
helping alleviate the situation.
The marketing departments
of some banks are calling
customers and sending text
messages offering ‘easy’ loans
at what they say are ‘low
rates’, even offering ‘discounts’
on their usual interest rates.
Surely, this is tempting those
with a low level of financial
literacy? Firstly, what are the
government’s plans to reduce
the level of debt and bankruptcy
especially among the young?
Secondly, does the government
plan to intervene in banks’ offering
of tempting loans which do not
help those who may already be in
the debt trap and which may even
increase the numbers of those in
financial distress?

A:

Continuous extensive efforts are being
made to enhance the financial literacy
of Malaysians, including the youth,
as one of the essential living skills to
create a financially literate Malaysian society.
Generally, consumers who are financially
literate will have sufficient financial buffers and
are more resilient to financial shocks.
Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) has partnered
with Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia (KPM)
to integrate financial literacy elements into
the curriculum of primary and secondary
schools in stages since 2014. In addition to
that, Agensi Kaunseling dan Pengurusan Kredit
(AKPK), a subsidiary of BNM, is working closely
with KPM in implementing personal financial
management modules at higher learning
institutions, including universities. In promoting
prudent financial management as
a way of life, AKPK also offers
free financial counselling
and advice on credit and
debt management to the
public, including the youth.
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The Financial Education Network, an interagency platform to increase the impact
of the financial education initiative and
identify new opportunities for improving
financial literacy among Malaysians, has
formulated a National Strategy for Financial
Literacy (NS) which aims to elevate financial
literacy of Malaysians and to promote
prudent financial behaviours and attitudes.
Under the NS, which is expected to
be launched in the second half
of 2019, specific focus is given
to the youth as one of the
main target groups for the
implementation of targeted
action plans under the
identified strategic priorities.
BNM has also put in place
measures to address the risk
of indebtedness amongst
households. Amongst others,
they are:
•FSPs to engage in prudent,
responsible, and transparent
financing practices by
ensuring that customers are
offered financing products
that are appropriate to their
financial circumstances
and are able to repay
throughout the financing
tenure without recourse
to substantial hardship.
For this purpose, the sales
and marketing staff and
representatives should pay
due regard to the interests and
circumstances of the customers
by inquiring into the customers’
financial requirements and
financial situations and ensure that
the financing products are only
sold to suitable customers.
•FSPs are prohibited from offering
any form of pre-approved personal
financing products. Personal
financing shall only be granted upon
receiving the customer’s verbal or
written acceptance of the offer
and FSPs are satisfied based on
affordability assessments that the
customer has the capacity to repay.
•FSPs are prohibited from offering any
personal financing products where the
total or bulk repayments are due only
at the end of the financing tenure and
are to be repaid from the retirement
funds of the customer.
•Credit card requirements have been
strengthened over the years to ensure
consumers are not being burdened
by credit card debt. The requirements
include:
	 - Minimum income requirement
for credit card holders of
RM24,000 per year;
	 - Credit card holders earning
RM36,000 per annum or less can only:
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> own credit cards from two card issuers; and
> have a maximum credit limit not exceeding
two times the monthly income per card issuer.
- FSPs to display a minimum payment warning
reminder and notify the length of time needed to
settle the outstanding balance, and the total amount
of additional costs that will be incurred if the credit card
holder only pays the minimum payment.
- FSPs to identify credit card holders who habitually make
payments at or near the minimum amount for an
extended period, and offer to convert their outstanding
credit card balances into term loans at lower interest
rates to help them repay their credit card debt within a
reasonable period, thus avoiding higher financing
charges and persistent debt trap.
- The level of indebtedness due to credit cards is
manageable. Although the total value of credit card
transactions in 2018 increased by 7.7% to RM135.2 billion
compared to 2017, the total value of revolving balances
have increased by only 0.5% to RM23.9 billion. The

number of individuals who have been declared bankrupt
due to credit card debt is small and only accounted for
0.03% of the total number of credit card holders for 2018
(2017: 0.04%).
•Borrowers who face financial distress can also seek
assistance from AKPK in restructuring their loan repayment
under the debt management programme (DMP). As at endMarch 2019, 904,291 borrowers have been assisted by AKPK
in managing their debts, of which 29% (257,928 borrowers)
were enrolled into the DMP. Of this number, 55% of them
(142,057) are youths between the ages of 20 and 40.
•AKPK has also been appointed by the Government as

a Nominee under the Voluntary Arrangement scheme,
a rescue mechanism to help potential bankrupts. AKPK
will draw up a debt restructuring plan for the creditors’
consideration, to enable the debtors to repay their loan
based on their respective financial circumstances, and
avoid further progression of the legal proceedings to effect
bankruptcy.
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From the MFPC President
Dear Members

A

s we progress into the second quarter of 2019, there
is certainly plenty to be optimistic about. There are
good reasons to be generally
optimistic of the economy and
societal prospects, knowing
that with the country’s new
leadership, and with promises
of reform of public finances.
Nevertheless, some business
leaders have sounded alarm
bells that 2019 will pan out to
be a more challenging year
for the business environment.
This is in line with the Department
of Statistics’ forward-looking
Business Tendency Statistics which
reported that businesses
performance
confidence for
the first quarter
retreated for
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the first time in two years. We think the tax refund of RM 37
billion to businesses will help. Nevertheless, the economy
is in need of a new direction and the formation of the
National Economic Action Council (EAC) will, we hope,
address economic concerns.
As consumers, we know that the cost of living is
increasing and as such more measures are crucial for the
government of the day to undertake. Subsidies are never
the answer for the efficient functioning of an efficient
market, although we know that fuel subsidies which are
targeted at vehicles under 1.5 litres could offer some
respite to some Malaysians.

Public Financial Literacy Programme

When I first took office as the President of the Council,
we undertook a strategic review of our operations.
In line with this review, the National Council
identified areas that the Council
needed to work on. One of
the suggestions then was for
further outreach programmes
benefiting not only youths
but also a wider range of
Malaysians. In line with this
suggestion, we commenced
our programmes in
FELDA settlements with
our core belief that
financial education
is paramount to
enable upward
social mobility and
improve the socioeconomic status
of individuals.
We are often
asked why we
give so much
of emphasis to
young Malaysians.
The statistics are
telling. According to
data provided by the
Department of Statistics,
the median age of the
population in Malaysia
in the year 2018 was 28.3
years. The statistics indicate
that 28.94% of Malaysia’s
population was aged 20-35
in 2015. As such statistics are
produced once in 10 years, this is
the most recent available data.
With close to 30% of the population
in the young Malaysian category
and knowing that this group could
make a substantial difference in their
lives by adopting financial planning
methods, our series of free public
financial literacy workshops in 2019
are targeted at this group.
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The National Community Policy
(NCP) of the Malaysian government
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is a community-public private partnership intended
to enhance programmes for more people under
Policy Cluster 4: Education, Awareness and Skills. I am
very pleased that the Ministry of Housing and Local
Development considers financial planning education a
vital skill and the trainers of these programmes all hold
the Registered Financial Planner or the Shariah Registered
Financial Planner designations.
We also have other programmes for the older population
and those who have some basic knowledge of managing
their finances. Young Malaysians do a lot of purchasing
online. Apart from immediacy, which is a need of this
group, the young do research, make enquiries and find
out about most things on the web. Communications and
Multimedia Minister, Gobind Singh Deo, recently stated
that 80% of Malaysians have access to the Internet and
Malaysia is already one of the most digitally connected
societies in the world. A report by the Malaysian
Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC)
confirms that millennials like to purchase things online.
Businesses in the country, however, lag in this aspect, as
the minister correctly pointed out. The financial planning
industry requires greater adoption and understanding of
the importance of the digital realm. In perspective, the
digital economy is projected to be 1/5 of GDP by 2020.
The Council views platform providers as important
intermediaries to enable Malaysians to undertake
personal financial planning actions at the lowest cost.
We view providers such as Rakuten Trade and
Stash Away as very necessary and good
platforms for individuals. However,
complementing the platforms should
be legitimate human advisers who will

explore an individual’s financial plan holistically.

Financial Literacy of Malaysians

The S&P Global Literacy Financial 2014 report indicated
that financial literacy in Malaysia is low at 36% compared
to 59% in developed countries. The low level of financial
literacy, according to Finance Minister Lim Guan Eng,
is a reason for youths falling into the debt trap and
bankruptcy. As of June 2018, Malaysia’s household debt
stood at RM 1.17 billion or 83.3% of the Country’s GDP.
EPF’s BELANJAWANKU guide intends to help Malaysians
plan their personal and family budgeting. The guide
intends to serve as a reference budget for Malaysians and
indicates the minimum monthly expenditure estimates for
various baskets of goods and services in the Klang Valley.
The country achieved another first with the launch of the
National Wage Index as a guideline to measure changes
in salaries of individuals. Wage earners in Malaysia today
very likely support their parents and children and as
the nation ages, dependency could further impact the
financial plans of families. Both these guides, in my view,
could serve to help individuals and families make the
right financial decisions. Filial piety should be engrained in
the hearts of humans. One of our neighbouring countries
has recently had to legislate laws regarding care for the
elderly and provide incentives for children who live within
a 5km radius of their parents’ house.

Personal Financial Planning Actions

As many of you will be aware, 2018 started on a very
good note with many predictions by financial analysts
and some of the best names in the global financial
sphere. However, in the last month of 2018, the market
suddenly spoke of changes, check-mating many of
the estimates, projections and predictions of analysts.
The erratic behaviour of the market was unpredicted
even by the best financial minds. Nearly every major
asset class globally-from stocks and bonds to crude
oil to bitcoin-had little or negative returns for 2018. In
this regard, we are aware predicting market outlook
is becoming more and more challenging for financial
analysts. However, such market behaviour occurs
rarely and many times, with proper planning,
the market predictions by experts normally
hold true.
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The prognosis concerning investment remains
unpredictable as we journey into the second quarter of
2019. Malaysia’s economy is very likely to remain on a
steady growth path but global geopolitical developments
are making the calls for investment all the more
challenging. Financial products are evolving with time,
and the multitudinous choice of products and services
available in the Malaysian market place require due
attention and focused specialisations. Financial planners
and advisers should focus on equipping themselves with
new product knowledge, especially with competition from
the direct channel mechanism for consumers, with many
financial products in the marketplace.

MFPC Board Representation

As many of you will be aware, the Council board
representation has always been a synergistic and
symbiotic combination of representation from the
government, individuals from the conventional and the
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Shariah financial planning industry, and academicians.
We think this representation is important for the Council
as a not-for-profit organisation to remain relevant and to
strategically lead the organisation in the face of unique
opportunities. The Council’s belief is that apart from
being apolitical, power should lie with the knowledge
and expertise, and not just the position of the individual.
After the Council’s AGM in June 2019, we will have a new
team who I am sure will work prodigiously to achieve
an extraordinarily high standard, always keeping in
mind that the Council’s overriding objective is constant
improvement in all aspects. The expectations for the new
National Council members are higher and I wish the new
office bearers all success.
Until the next issue.
Thank you.

1stMFPC is a self-service portal that gives you easy and
instant access to your personal profile, CPD, event registration,
payment gateway, membership renewal and registration of
programmes & examinations. The portal allows you to :-

3

4

Online
Registration for Seminars
/ CPD Programmes

Payment
Gateway

For Assistance
myhelpdesk@mfpc.org.my

www.mfpc.org.my

Developed by
www.corelogic.com.my
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ADULTING FROM YOUR POCKETS
“Adulting”, a term generally used by millennials, is the act
of carrying out more responsibilities or duties, the moment
when you can proudly tell your parents to rest assured, to
let you grow and be a fully developed individual.
ONE DOES NOT RELATE ADULTING TO AGE, BUT TO ONE’S
ACCOMPLISHMENT
Yet, as great as it sounds, adulting is like we are all dogs,
excited about a car ride till we know where we are
going. Have you surveyed the path you are on? While
venturing into “adulthood”, one might face obstacles
similar to those in our age group. The journey of adulthood
starts with commitments and ends with being financially
independent. We fight for a stable job, we proudly pay
our bills and liabilities, we save to own our very first car
or property and of course, we feed ourselves and our
family.  Those are the baby steps that we have named
stage one.  When liabilities come into the picture, we
expose ourselves to the risk of loans. These liabilities
include car, property and business loans, and this is what
we term as stage two of adulthood.  In the third stage, we
aim to accumulate more wealth with investments from
the monthly positive balance in our account.  Financial
independence happens at the stage of adulthood. Lastly,
the wealth will be preserved and distributed.
YA, I KNOW ALL THIS.
SO HOW EXACTLY CAN WE STOP BEING ADULT IN TERMS OF
AGE AND BEGIN ADULTING FOR REAL?
Now for a series of questions.
Note: These questions are for awareness. You do not need
to note the scores or answers.

JASON KOEH
FChFP, ChiFP, ChLP, RFP, B. Eng (Hons)
Managing Director,
MQ Consultancy Sdn Bhd

For questions 1 to 4, please answer based on the scale
provided below:
1-    Not at all
2-    Agree with hesitancy
3-    Agree minimally
4-    Agree
5-    Strongly agree
1) Are you fit for work to get paid?
2) Do you agree a good medical plan can free you
from your worries?
3) Do you own a medical plan? If no, proceed to question 4.
If yes, how effective do you find your current
medical plan?
4) Do you think your existing medical plan will be able
to pay your medical bills in case of any unforeseen
illnesses aligned with the current medical inflation?
5) Does your medical plan provide coverage for your
spouse and children?
6) Will your medical plan replace your income if you
were unable to work due to unforeseen illnesses?
7) List the healthcare expenses that you might be exposed
to once you are diagnosed with any one of the
critical illnesses. (E.g. organ failure requiring treatment in
an intensive care setting.)
8) Does your medical plan provide for the coverage of
primary assets, and bank and business loans for a 36
months’ period if you are unfortunately diagnosed with
one of the 36 critical illnesses?
The reason why I am highlighting this is,
WE DO NOT KNOW WHEN LIFE WILL TAKE ITS TOLL.
START BY PROTECTING YOURSELF AND YOUR INCOME.
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At all stages, we require protection from
any unforeseen illnesses and accidents. We know how one’s
medical bill may be equivalent to weeks, months or even
years of one’s salary. A comprehensive coverage of medical
and accident benefits will be useful for one big ”hurricane”.
What if this “hurricane” brings with it some residue which
requires continuous treatment for months or years? Or worse,
permanent consequences and even death? Will you be able
to picture the role of income replacements with critical illness
coverage?
At the age of 32, one newly-wed young lad started his own
eatery business and successfully bought an apartment with a
bank loan. Two months later, he suffered from an ischaemic
stroke resulting in a coma. The family lost his income and the
wife had to take on a part-time job to subside some of the
expenses while at the same time taking care of the husband
and the household. They were forced to close the business
and the wife had to decide to not have the apartment unit.
In such circumstances,  the wife might need to check if
the medical plan includes a full liability cancellation on
primary asset and business loan cancellation. I BET YOU
KNOW WHY. What about the medical benefits? How can
the wife utilize the benefits in order to sustain the living and
the palliative care of the husband? Who is the insurance
company paying to? The benefits will be transferred to the
husband’s account; however, with a trust deed set up by
the husband with a professional financial planner and issued
before such an incident happens, the benefits can then be
“trusted” to the wife.
Now, let’s talk about wealth distribution and
preservation. Estates of deceased Muslims are
governed by Shariah laws while estates of deceased nonMuslims are governed under acts such as the Wills Act
1959 and the Distribution Act 1958 which was amended in
1997. According to the Distribution Act 1958, there are various
scenarios for intestacy and it provides a fixed formula for the
distribution of a person’s assets.
Unfortunately, NO ONE UNDERSTANDS YOU
BETTER THAN YOU DO.
Some families own assets, some own business legacies
while some own debts. Proper distribution may
help to reduce family disputes and
adverse contingencies.
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WE ARE TALKING ABOUT THE
PROTECTION OF YOUR LOVES ONES.

A will, by definition, is “a declaration intended to
have legal effect of the intentions of a testator with
respect to his property or other matters which he
desires to be carried into effect after his death and
includes a testament, a codicil and an appointment
by will or by writing in the nature of a will in exercise
of a power and a disposition by will or testament of
the guardianship, custody, and tuition of any child”.
Without a will, the Distribution Act will take effect and the
probate process is expected to be longer. A will usually
requires an executor and a trustee to administer the
assets while you get to choose your beneficiaries and
how your assets are to be distributed. While some families
recruit private trust companies, advisers should advise on
the competency of the trustee appointed if it involves the
requirement of a certain set of skills in managing the trust.
The will can be accompanied by a family constitution
which endorses a family value and to handle contentious
issues with a family decision.

Simple protective measures aren’t they? Adulting can
be easier if you realise all this earlier. All the best in adulting.
References:
1-Trustee Act, 1949 (Act 208) & Trustees (Incorporation)
Act 1952 (Act 258). Kuala Lumpur: International Law
Book Services; 1984; p7-8.
2- Inheritance (Family Provision) Act 1971 (Act 39)
& Distribution Act 1958 (Act 300). Kuala Lumpur:
International Law Book Services; 2000;.
3-Powers of Attorney Ordinance, 1949 (No. 64 of 1949)
& Wills Act, 1959 (Act 346). Kuala Lumpur: International
Law Book Services; 1990, p6.
4-Daniel Montemerlo and Lohn L. Ward: The Family
Constitution: Agreements to Secure and Perpetuate
your Family and your Business
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Mr. Yap Ming Hui
Founder and Managing Director
Whitman Independent Advisors Sdn Bhd

Unlocking the Code of your Financial Freedom
When you ask people what financial freedom is, chances
are that you will get different answers from different
people. Some may say that financial freedom means
having RM1million in their bank accounts. Some may say
that financial freedom means no more debt and loan or
having enough money to do whatever they like.

assumptions have also to be made to complete the full
picture of an individual’s financial position.
George’s Roadmap presently looks like this:
Current Roadmap to Financial Freedom for George

Financial freedom can be defined as “An optimum
financial position whereby your wealth is optimised to
match your optimum financial needs and wants.”
In order to achieve financial freedom, one has to
understand and manage the 5 essential elements of
financial freedom- Spending, Inflation, ROI, Time and
Saving. Without knowing how to manage these 5 elements
effectively, financial freedom will only be a dream, not a
goal.
These 5 essential elements are closely related and interconnected. For example, how much you spend will affect
how much you save. The time horizon you have will affect
the ROI you need to achieve an accumulation target.
To succeed and achieve financial freedom, one needs
to understand the combined result of the 5 elements
i.e. spending, ROI, inflation, time and saving in the right
combination.
Knowledge is not power. Knowledge is only powerful when
you apply it and take action.
The following is a case study:
• George is 36 years old and his wife is 34 years old.
• He has two children aged 8 and 5.
• He works as a senior manager in a multinational
corporation with an annual income of RM120,000.
His wife is an administration manager with an annual
income of RM100,000.
• He has the following financial assets:
> House – RM500,000 with a RM250,000 mortgage loan
> Unit Trusts – RM30,000
> Bank Deposits – RM200,000
> EPF – RM200,000 (himself), RM150,000 (wife)
• He and his family currently enjoy a lifestyle of RM120,000
per year, excluding mortgage repayment, insurance
premiums and income taxes.
• He and his wife intend to retire at age 55 with RM96,000
living expenses per year up to age 80.
• They would like to provide RM200,000 each for their
children’s tertiary education.
Do you think George will be able to achieve his financial
freedom goal? The best way to answer this question is to
look at George’s situation in a holistic manner and plot a
Roadmap to Financial Freedom.
The Roadmap takes into consideration a person’s
relationship with the five essential elements of financial
freedom: spending, inflation, ROI, time and saving.
In addition, the calculation has also to take into
consideration George’s age, number of children, EPF,
various financial goals, various sources of income and
various forms of assets and liabilities. Certain reasonable

The Y axis represents George’s net worth. The X axis
represents his age. From the roadmap, we can see
George’s net worth will grow to about RM400,000 when he
is 45.
His net worth will sharply decline to almost zero at age 46
upon his first child entering university. His net worth will then
grow slightly but it will again drop to zero at age 49 when
his second child enters university.
His net worth will continue to stay at zero until he reaches
55 when he withdraws his EPF money. At this point, his net
worth will grow to about RM1,100,000. At age 57, George’s
wife withdraws her EPF money and their family net worth
will grow to RM2,450,000. From then on, their net worth will
continue to decline, eventually reducing to zero when
George reaches age 65. Basically, George’s wealth will
run out by the time he is 65.
Based on George’s desire to have his wealth last until
age 80, the roadmap clearly shows that George’s current
wealth management trajectory will not help him fulfil all his
financial needs and wants.
It is important for each of us to possess a Roadmap to
Financial Freedom. Having one done will enable us
translate all our financial freedom dreams into a coherent
set of financial performance measures.
With the roadmap, we will be able to:
• measure our progress against our goal to achieve
financial freedom,
• know where we stand now on our journey to financial
freedom,
• take necessary actions to help us get closer to financial
freedom.
Without a Roadmap to Financial Freedom, you will not
know if you have enough financial resources to meet all
your goals.
When you realise the problem at age 50 or 55, there may
still be a small window of opportunity for you to leverage
the power of compound interest, but you would need to
take action!
Without this knowledge, it is akin to
having blinders on - you may continue
to over-save and under-spend. This
is what we mean by compulsive
saving.
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How would you feel if you had scrimped and saved for
many years just to realise that you have over-saved at the
age of 55? Just think of all the opportunities you could
have taken to improve the quality of your life, if only you
had known earlier that you could afford a bit of luxury.
In short, without a roadmap, you are managing your
personal finances in the dark. You don’t quite know where
the target is nor would you know whether you had hit the
target or not.
Back to George. By having a picture of his current
roadmap, George will be able to take appropriate actions
and reprioritise his financial needs and wants.
Here’s what he would need to do:
First, he can restructure his investment portfolio to achieve
a higher ROI. His current investment’s ROI is 3.8%. If he is
able to achieve 9% ROI for his investment portfolio, his
roadmap will look like this:

With the adjustments, George’s net worth will now last
longer, up from age 71 to age 83.
By making a series of corrections based on the 5 essential
elements, George will discover that he is now able to
achieve all his financial goals.
That is the beauty of having a tailor-made Roadmap
to Financial Freedom at your disposal. George has
the ability to realign the roadmap according to his
preference. He can try different actions and adjustments
to see their impact. By doing that, he will identify the
most opportune scenario which will allow him to pursue
financial independence with peace of mind. Now what’s
left for him to do is to take action!

After increasing his ROI, George’s net worth will last until
the age of 68. This is a good start, but it’s still not good
enough. His target is to have his money last beyond age
80.
With Knowledge Comes Power
George needs to reprioritise and adjust his financial needs
and wants. He may opt to reduce his living expenses
during retirement from RM96,000 to RM84,000. If he is
willing to do so, George’s roadmap indicates that his net
worth will last from age 68 to 71.

George’s situation is not unique. Many Malaysians are
faced with a similar situation on a daily basis because they
do not know any better. Their brains are also not wired in a
way to process this complex information. Hence having a
tool, or resource that can support the management of the
5 essential elements to achieve financial freedom would
be a game changer for everyone.
As a financial planner, one must understand the
management of financial affairs must go beyond the
basic “tools” for management of finance. We have
available today an online wealth management mobile
application to deliver holistic financial solutions in a
manner that suits the new generation of consumers.
Such applications can help Malaysians grow their wealth
in a holistic and affordable manner, and ensure holistic
wealth management solutions that were once reserved
only for high net worth individuals to be more accessible
to more households in Malaysia.
The ability to aggregate, analyse, and organise financial
information such as assets, liabilities, income, and
expenses conveniently on the mobile app. This is in
addition to identifying gaps and opportunities to improve
one’s financial position, and gain personalised strategies
to achieve financial freedom, based on the user’s
financial profile.

Remark: George’s Roadmap to Financial Freedom after
reducing his living expenses
Finally, George can adjust the spending from
his current lifestyle in order to increase his
savings. If he is able to reduce his current
spending per year from RM120,000 to
RM105,000, he will find that he will
have an additional RM15,000 in
savings per year.
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The future of wealth management is about empowering
people to have full visibility of their financial position. The
compelling value proposition is going back to basics and
offering users a holistic and tangible roadmap to help
them achieve their financial freedom. Without a roadmap
to act as a guide, it is very challenging and almost
impossible for anyone to achieve financial freedom in a
structured manner, let alone make any financial decisions
that would positively impact them in the future.

Alan Lim Wai Loong
Principal Consultant, Registered
Financial Planner, MDRT Premier
Planner X 9, QAS The Talent House
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HOW EFFECTIVE HOUSING LOAN
MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING BENEFITS YOU
TERMS USED IN HOUSING LOANS
MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING:

   amount regularly / a few times / once in a year
    without proper management and planning?
c) Tapping into EPF withdrawal (monthly
                   or lump-sum) to drawdown your facility?
METHODS & SOLUTIONS:
Below are some actual case studies to provide you with
the right financial education. These are calculated using
both BLR and BR:
1.SCENARIO A
    Loan Amount
BLR
    Tenure
    Loan payment

: Loan from XXX Bank
: RM1 Million
:4.2% (6.6%-2.4%)
: 35 years
: RM4,545 monthly

CASE A : Compression using fixed additional
amount monthly.

HIGHLIGHTS
•Do you know that housing loans make up the highest
  percentage of liabilities in your household incomes,
  which is estimated at 25% from your assets creation?
•Do you understand that improper housing loans
  management and planning will cause you to end up
  paying double your principal loan amount? The most
  common mistake is servicing the wrong repayment
  amounts when the BLR/BR changes, without proper
  review and analysis.  This is detrimental to the health of
  your instalment as this implies you  “pay more” to
  manage the dynamics.    
•Through proper housing loan management and
  planning, you can actually save more without affecting
  your retirement and child educational planning.
  Reminder: Do not exhaust your cash flow just to serve
  one purpose. Good and effective planning can help you
  to allocate your resources equally and to implement all
  planning together.  
•Technically, there are several ways to help you to save
  on interest paid to the bank. Compression (amortization)
  is one of the most effective strategies that you may share
  over conversations with your family and friends.  
•What is compression?  Generally, as a borrower, you
  need to understand your repayment is calculated based
  on parameters such tenure and offered interest.  The
  longer the loan tenure, the higher the probability that
  you will hit the increasing OPR rates set by Bank Negara
  Malaysia. Hence, what is the best way to capitalize on
  compression?
a) Paying any or a fixed additional amount
     monthly / a few times / once in a year without
     proper management and planning?
b) Paying any or a fixed additional lump sum

a)Assuming your BLR increases 1%, do you know that your
    total principal plus your total interest paid will increase
    to a new total amount of RM2, 171,700 as compared to
    RM1, 908,762 which is the initial BLR planned (principal +
    total interest paid)? With proper quantitative analysis,
    this is translated into additional interest of RM262, 938
    incurred and paid. This is equivalent to an additional
    commitment of RM626 a month to manage.  
b)As a wise borrower, do you think it is wiser to contribute
    an additional fixed amount now or later? If you
    understand this is happening, you will definitely invest
    upfront to create the compression effects rather than
    when the BLR % increases.  
c)With detailed calculation, if your current total net cash
    flow allows, you should pay an additional RM500 a
    month into your monthly housing loan instalments. This
    will help you to save RM204, 578 in total interest in the
    long run and you shorten your repayment facility to 28
    years instead of 35.
CASE B: Compression via EPF account.
a)If your current cash flow situation does not allow you to
    do so, you may opt for this. But it is subject to whether
    you have the sufficient balance in your EPF Account 2
    to make monthly/yearly withdrawal.
b)A good example: If you go for yearly withdrawal of a fixed
    amount of RM10, 000, you are compressing to drawdown
    this facility in year 25 instead of 35. This translates to a total
    saving of RM293, 637 in opportunity cost.  
CASE C: Compression via EPF Account + Fixed Additional
RM500 monthly.
a)This is one of the most effective ways to compress
    your housing loan if you have a positive
    and healthy cash flow and at the
    same time, you have sufficient
    balance in your EPF Account 2 to
    move RM10, 000 yearly for the next
    22 years.
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b)Through this compression, you save up to RM387, 914 in
total interest and shorten your tenure to 22 years
instead of 35.
2.SCENARIO B		
Loan Amount		
BR			
Tenure		
Loan payment

: Loan from XYZ Bank
: RM500,000
: 4.45% (4%+0.45%)
: 35 years
: RM2,349

CASE A: Compression using fixed additional amount a
month.
a)Assuming the BR increases 1%, do you know that your
total principal plus your total interest paid will increase
to a new total amount of RM1, 119,923 as against
RM986, 499 which is the initial BR planned (principal +
total interest paid)? With proper quantitative analysis,
this translates into RM133, 424 additional interest incurred
and paid. This is equivalent to an additional
commitment of RM318 a month to manage.
b)With detailed calculation, if your current total net cash
flow allows, you should pay an additional RM250 a
month into your monthly housing loan instalments. This
helps you to save RM116, 265 in total interest in the long
run and you shorten your repayment facility to 28 years
instead of 35.
CASE B: Compression via EPF account.
a)A good example: If you go for yearly withdrawal of
a fixed amount of RM10, 000, you are compressing
to drawdown this loan facility in 20 years instead of
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35. This translates into a total saving of opportunity costs
amounting to RM238, 269, from paying additional costly
interests.
CASE C: Compression via EPF Account + Fixed Additional
RM250 monthly.
a)This is one of the most effective ways to compress your
housing loan if you have a positive and healthy cash
flow and at the same time you have sufficient balance
in your EPF Account 2 to move RM10, 000 yearly for the
next 18 years.
b)Through this compression, you save up to RM267, 932 in
total interest and shorten your tenure to 18 years
instead of 35.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, promoting effective housing loans
management and planning is very vital. It helps you to
avoid paying high interest to service the bank before your
full drawdown.
In the above case studies, you will observe a saving of
between RM100, 000 to RM300, 000 in total interest with
proper housing loan planning and management, highly
depending on the compression strategy employed.
Hence, this opportunity cost of savings can be utilized for
your child’s educational funds to complete a degree in a
local university. So, why pay more when you can save?
A qualified financial planner will be a great help in aiding
you to improve your personal economy directly and
indirectly in a meaningful way.

Gunasegaran Munusamy
Head, Agensi Kaunseling dan
Pengurusan Kredit, Johor Bharu
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Rule of 72 Vs Rule of 78
Rule of 72 and Rule of 78 are two mathematical
approaches that were commonly used in Malaysia in
the late 1980s. This was when the banking industry was
growing and the use of the computer to calculate the
loan formula was limited.

		
		

During the 1970s, the 1980s and the early 1990s, banks
were mainly using formulas with manual calculation to be
translated into payment schedules/table forms.
This approach changed during the late 1990s with the
widespread use of computers with programmes for these
formulas in the banking industry, making calculation much
easier.

The same formula can be used to calculate other
parameters or variables i.e. the interest rate required,
given the tenure.

However, consumers or borrowers had very little
knowledge of the two rules then and this is true even
today. The knowledge gap between consumer and
bankers must be reduced so we can have informed
consumers.
What is Rule of 72?

n = 72 / 6
= 12* years

Note: *Therefore, it will take an estimated 6 years for
RM10,000 to double to RM20,000 at 6% interest per year.

In my opinion, notwithstanding the above, the limitation of
this formula is it is not appropriate to calculate the simple
interest rate. The result is just an estimation; hence, this
formula can be applied as a general guide by consumers
or investors.
However, with this knowledge, consumers or investors can
have better guidance before committing to any of the
many non-genuine investment or financial schemes in
existence today. However, the drawback of using this rule
is, the higher the interest, the less the accuracy. It will give
a close to accurate result if the interest rate is within the
range of 6% to 10%.

The Rule of 72 is a simple formula used widely to calculate
the estimated compounding period / tenure required
to double an investment. In other words, you use it if you
want to know within how many years your investment of,
say, RM10,000.00 will double to RM20,000.00 at a specific
interest rate.
This Rule of 72 approach is an easy way to calculate
the number of years it will take to double the investment
instead of using scientific calculator (or spreadsheet) to
get the answer.
Formula:

n = 72 / i
Where:
1)“n” is estimated compounding number of years required
2)“i” is annual interest rate
Example:
Assuming John invests RM10,000 in an investment vehicle
which promises an interest/return/dividend of 6% per year.
Now, John wants to know the estimated number of years it
will take to double his investment to RM20,000.
You may calculate this by using the calculator that is
readily available in any mobile phone.

n = 72 / i
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The table below gives more combinations of interest
gained and total rebates to the hirer/borrower.

What is Rule of 78?
The Rule of 78, on the other hand, is a formula widely used
to calculate the rebate on fixed interest /financial charges
if the loan were settled before maturity. Rule of 78 is also
known as sum of digits: the number of months in a year
i.e. 1 + 2 + 3 + 4+ 5 + 6 + 7+ 8 + 9 + 10 + 11+ 12 equals to
78. This formula is commonly used in hire purchase(HP) or
personal loans where the interest is added to the principal
before the calculation of the fixed/monthly instalment.
Under Rule of 78, a lender will gain interest at a bigger
margin at the beginning of the loan tenure. If one takes a
12 months’ repayment HP loan, the interest portion on the
first instalment is very much higher than the interest portion
on the last instalment.
For example, if a hirer intends to settle his hire purchase
loan before the due date of the 3rd month’s repayment
for a loan with twelve (12) months’ repayment tenure, he
will be get a rebate of 70.51% ((78 – (11 + 12)) / 78 ) from
the total interest/finance charges. And the lender has
already gained 29.49% ((11 +12) / 78).
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% Rebate to the
Borrower /Hirer
(% X Total interest
/Finance Charges)
{ 100- Interest
Gained by Lender)

Period in
Months

Remaining
Tenure

% Interest Gained
by Lender
( % X Total interest
/Finance Charges)

1

12

(12/78)= 15.39

84.62

2

11

(23/78) = 29.48

70.52

3

10

(33/78) = 42.31

57.69

4

9

(42/78) = 53.84

46.16

5

8

(50/78) = 64.10

35.90

6

7

(57/78) = 73.08

26.92

7

6

(15/78) = 80.77

19.23

8

5

(68/78) = 87.18

12.82

9

4

(72/78) = 92.31

7.69

10

3

(75/78) = 96.15

3.85

11

2

(77/78) = 98.72

1.28

12

1

(78/78) = 100

0.00

78

In my opinion, however, the limitation of this formula is
that the rebate calculation does not factor in any penalty
due to late payment or additional fees levied during the
repayment period.
* This article was first published in Vol 4, 2017 of the Journal
of Wealth Management & Financial Planning.
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MANAGING EQUITY MARKET RISK
Experts have always advised investors to reduce risk in
their investment portfolio by diversifying. However, even
the most diversified portfolio fluctuates according to
market movement. In this article, we take a closer look at
managing equity market risks with the use of derivatives.
By the end of this article, you as an investor will be able to
identify:
•the two basic risks inherent in an investment 		
portfolio; and
•how futures, as a form of derivatives, is used to 		
manage market risks and turn one’s investment 		
profile from equity to risk-free bond.
What is Equity Market Risk?
In the equity market, risk basically means the
unpredictability of the expected return and how it affects
the investment portfolio. There are two basic risks inherent
in an investment portfolio: unsystematic risk or firm-specific
risk (diversifiable) and systematic risk or market risk (nondiversifiable). When a portfolio is diversified, it basically
means the firm-specific or asset-specific risk arising due
to specific characteristics of the firm is removed. But of
course, market risk, which is inherent in the portfolio, can
never be fully eliminated because it is caused by the
overall stock market and economic situation.
Risk: Good or Bad?
Many investors wrongly perceive risk as bad for their
portfolios. Yet at the same time, it is widely understood by
investors that risk and return go hand in hand. In order to
earn higher returns, we must assume higher risks. So, if we
eliminate all risk, we will only earn risk-free returns, which
is equivalent to risk-free rates. What all investors ultimately
want is to preserve or enhance upside risk while minimising
or eliminating downside risk.

Many investors also think that derivatives are financial
instruments that are highly risky. They do not relish the
idea of using derivatives to manage portfolio market risk.
In actual fact, the development of financial derivatives
instruments provides new ways of managing risk for
investors!
Taking Advantage of Futures to Hedge Market Risk
Futures are standard contracts being traded on the
exchange. They are one of the most common derivatives
used to manage equity market risk. Since most futures are
based on broad indices, they can be used to manage the
risk related to the indices that the futures are based on.
For example, if an investor is optimistic that the overall
economy is heading towards recovery, but his current
stock holdings are not big or diverse enough to
resemble market exposure, he can consider buying futures
contracts that are based on the broad market index. By
doing this, when the market goes up, he will gain higher
profits than his original portfolio. However, in the event that
the market heads downwards, his losses will also be more
than what he would lose in his original portfolio.
Now, assume an investor is currently holding a welldiversified portfolio, and based on his own observation,
thinks the market may be heading downward. Instead of
selling his current stock holdings, he can choose to hedge
his portfolio by selling futures contracts. The amount of
contracts to sell will depend on how much market risk the
investor would like to hedge. When the market actually
drops, the investor will close his positions in the futures
contracts and the profits earned can then be used to
offset the drop in the value of his
investment portfolio. However, if
the market goes up, the losses
in the futures contracts will
also offset the increase in
the value of this portfolio.
By using futures to hedge
his portfolio risk, he gets
downside protection
but at the same time
foregoes upside potential.
In extreme cases, if the
investor is very pessimistic
about market conditions, he
may choose to fully hedge his
portfolio by selling the amount of
futures contracts that is equivalent
to the value of his investment
portfolio. Effectively, the investor
would be turning his investment
profile from equity into a risk-free
bond:
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Conclusion
Futures enable investors to change their risk and return
profiles without changing their investment holdings. This is
very important as oftentimes, ups and downs in the market
are only temporary. If investors were to change their
investment holdings to get broader market exposure, they
would need more capital and incur a lot more transaction
costs compared to using futures. Additionally, to change the
stock holdings would mean investors need to do in-depth
research before deciding what to sell or buy.
Ultimately, using futures to manage equity market risk gives
the flexibility of altering your equity market risk profile without
changing your stock holdings, making it a very viable
market risk management solution for any investor.
> The exposure of a portfolio to particular securities/markets/
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sectors must be considered when determining asset
allocation since it can greatly increase returns or,
if properly done, minimise losses. For example, a
portfolio with both stocks and bonds holdings will
typically have less risk than a portfolio with exposure
only to stocks.
> To make an investment to reduce the risk of adverse
price movements in an asset. Normally, a hedge
consists of taking an offsetting position in a related
security, such as a futures contract.
> An example of a risk-free bond is the 10-year
Malaysian Government securities (MGS) issued by the
Government of Malaysia. In theory, these bonds are
relatively risk-free and not at risk of bankruptcy.
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MFPC Events 2019
Aspiration Day
On the 10th December 2018, the F& B outlets in 1Mont
Kiara mall was inundated with over 200 aspirants for
various universities all wanting to know more about the
financial planning profession. Financial Planning and
Financial Advisory companies who are MFPC Corporate
members supported the event by allocating their planners

for the “Sembang Santai” session.The one-day event also
included exhibition booths in MFPC’s Secretariat office
and special rates for aspirants to embark on the profession
in line with the Council’s mission of adopting inclusivity in
line with the United Nations SDGs of which the Council is a
signatory.

My Money & Me JB Youth Financial Planning Literacy, Programme for Youths, Johor Baru
On the 16th February 2019, MFPC commenced its
flagship, My Money & Me financial literacy programme
for youths. The programme has been held since 2008
has undergone tremendous changes both in terms of
content and the experimental learning experience of the
basic’s of financial literacy with one focal goal- youths
will be better able to manage their money. MFPC is
aware that to be appealing for these target group, digital
pedagogy is essential and hence all youth programmes
for the year 2019 will use a digital gamification platform
to enhance the learning. A total of 207 youths attended

the session in Dewan Kompleks Belia & Sukan Johor. All
youth programmes for 2019, is supported by Majlis Belia
Malaysia. Key to the success of MFPC’s My Money &
Me literacy programme is the support of other financial
institutions who are the collaborators of the event. These
are the Securities Commission Malaysia (SC), Employees
Provident Fund (EPF), Inland Revenue Board (IRB), Agensi
Kaunselling & Pengurusan Kredit (AKPP), Federation of
Investment Managers Malaysia (FIMM), Perbadanan
Insurans Deposit Malaysia (PIDM) and Permodalan
Nasional Berhad (PNB).
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2019 Market Outlook and Tax Planning Seminar, Penang
MFPC Penang Chapter organised a session after
gathering feedback from islanders on the need for
a tax planning seminar. In his introductory remarks,
MFPC’s Penang Chapter Secretary, Jason Koeh
highlighted that 2018 started on a very good note and
many predictions were predicted by financial analyst
and some of the best names in the global financial
sphere. However, in the last month of year 2018, the
market had sudden spoke of changes, check-mating
many of the estimates, projections and predictions
of analyst. The erratic behaviour of the market was
unpredictable even by the best financial minds. “Nearly
every major asset class globally-from stocks and bonds

to crude oil to bitcoin-had little or negative returns for
2018, he said”.
Being the time of the year where individuals and
businesses prepare their annual tax return, the
programme was held as guidance for individuals to
accurately file their taxes. The programme was coorganised by MQ Companies and was supported
by Kenanga as the event sponsor. Daniel Chua, a
senior VP Kenanga Investors Berhad and Loh Chye
Teik, a chartered accountant enthrall the audience.
The participants also learned about the Voluntary Tax
Disclosure programme by the Inland Revenue Board.

My Money & Me Financial Planning Literacy Programme for Youth, Port Dickson
The second series of the youth programme was held at
Auditorium Pejabat Daerah & Tanah Port Dickson on
the 23rd March 2019 benefitting 222 youths.President
of MFPC, Michael Kok delivered a keynote address
motivating youths to practice essential financial
planning methods in their lives so as to ensure a
sustainable future for themselves and their loved ones.
Highlighting the low financial literacy among young
Malaysians as the fundamental reason of debt trap and
subsequently falling into bankruptcy as highlighted by
Finance Minister, Lim Guan Eng. Michael emphasised
a study by S&P Global Literacy Financial in 2014 which
reported that financial literacy rate in Malaysia is only at
36% compared to 59% in developed countries.
After successfully utilising gamification in the earlier
programmes, MFPC has adopted a board game of
which was the contents was specifically tailored for
the youths will enable them to learn the 7 elements of
financial planning by playing the game for 90 minutes.
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The Council has taken extensive methods of ensuring
that its flagship programme achieves one fundamental
goal of ensuring the well being of more Malaysians can
be improved with the right basic knowledge. Through
Praxis, a unique gameplay that engages players through
a simulation of their financial life, youths will be able
to relate the simulation to their own lives. Immersive
blended learning through a digital application and a
physical gameplay is expected to be MFPC’s future
approach in spreading financial literacy knowledge.
Multiple organizations in various countries in South East
Asia are using Praxis® in a variety of ways to make
a real and lasting difference to their businesses and
stakeholders.
A total of 30 trainers from the various collaborators
attended a half-day training session in MFPC Office on
the 18th March to ensure that as facilitators of the gameplay they are well versed to guide the youths during the
90-minute play.
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Financial Planning Workshop for FELDA Community, Kuantan
The management of money is essential to enable upward
economic and social well being of individuals. Thus,
transforming destinies of individuals could best happen
through education. In line with this, MFPC has since the
year 2017, reached out to additional communities to
be able to make a world of difference to the lives be
equipping them with essential financial knowledge. The
further simplified version of the My Money & Me financial
literacy seminar was held in Dewan Orang Ramai, Sg

Panching Timur, Felda Kuantan reaching out to 112
participants on 14 March. Assoc Prof Madya Dr Mohamad
Fazli Sabri who is a biweekly financial columnist in Kosmo!
was an appealing factor to the audience. Fazli linked
the concept of consumerism and emphasised buying
behaviours of the Malaysians. The programme was also
supported by Perbadanan Insurans Deposit Malaysia
(PIDM) and is the first session for the particular target group
in 2019.

Nestle Financial Planning Workshop
MFPC was engaged by NESTLE Malaysia to conduct a retirement planning and a financial health check programme
on the 25th and 26th March 2019. The pocket talks held during lunch from 12:30 pm-2:00pm was an approach for
employees to examine their financial health and asses their financial health status. Conducted by MFPC’s Chairman
of the Certification & Compliance Board, Dr Desmond Chong Kok Fei, who is a financial planning authority in Malaysia
the audience were provided with an on-line measurement tool a week prior to the session. A well-renowed figure in the
financial circles, Desmond’s training received the thumbs up from the employees. The session on retirement planning
which is a process of determining retirement income goals was beneficial for employees who are in their late 40’s to
better plan for their retirement. A total of 80 employees benefitted from the sessions.
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Investors’ Interest, Our Priority

WE ALL NEED
TO RETIRE
SOMETIME
Be Smart! It’s never too late to start
investing for your retirement today.

Regulate

Protect

Educate

Discover your options with Unit Trust and Private Retirement Schemes by visiting www.ﬁmm.com.my
Federation of Investment Managers Malaysia (Company No. 272577-P)
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MFPC Activities 2019
11th National Mandarin Life Insurance & Financial Planning Summit (ManLIFPS)
on 10 & 11 January 2019, Imperial Hotel, Miri, Sarawak.

RFP Capstone Programme, 22 - 24 January 2019

Namlifa RFP Capstone, 28 - 30 January 2019
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Shariah RFP Capstone, 28 - 30 January 2019

RFP Module 1 - Etiqa Group @ Maybank Academy, Bangi 18 February 2019

ELC Belanjawanku, 4 March 2019

Meeting at Majlis Agama Islam Selangor (MAIS), 5 March 2019
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Key Highlights on
BNM

QUARTERLY BULLETIN

Economic and Financial Developments in 1Q 2019

Growth of 4.5% amid challenging global environment
Continued expansion in private sector activity and across key economic sectors
Real GDP Growth (at constant 2015 prices)
yoy, %

4.7

4.5

4

1.3
2

Firm household spending, supported by
favourable labour market conditions

qoq, sa%
3
2

1.1

4Q 2018

Services and manufacturing sectors
remained the key drivers of growth

1
0

1Q 2019

Rebound in agriculture sector due to
strong recovery in palm oil production

Annual Growth (LHS)
Quarter-on-Quarter Growth, seasonally-adjusted

Headline inflation declined
Headline inflation turned negative
during the first quarter of 2019

Lower domestic fuel prices largely
contributed to the decline in headline
inflation

Headline and Core Inflation1

Contribution to Headline Inflation by CPI
Components

yoy, %

Percentage points, %

3
2

1.6

1

0.3

0
-1

1.6

-0.3

2
1
0
-1

4Q 2018

-2

1Q 2018 2Q 2018 3Q 2018 4Q 2018 1Q 2019

Core inflation
Net impact of consumption tax policy changes
Fuel
Others*
Headline inflation

Headline inflation
Core inflation
1

Core inflation is computed by ex cluding price-volatile
and price-administered items. I t also ex cludes the estimated
direct impact of consumption tax policy changes

Box Article
Signs of premature deindustrialisation in
Malaysia as employment share fell at the
cost of output

*Others include price-volatile items and other
price-administered items

However, the pace of deindustrialisation
has slowed due to higher E&E
productivity
Productivity Growth in Manufacturing Sector

Change in Manufacturing Employment and GDP
Shares (2018 vs. 2000)
%

Positively
deindustrialised countries

4.6

5.4

Prematurely deindustrialising
countries
E&E Cluster

5

Avg. 2001-08 (% yoy)

-5
-10

Selected
Selected
adv. countries* NI E countries**

Brazil

Change in Mfg Employment Share
Change in Mfg VA Share
*refers to the US, Japan and Germany
**refers to C. Taipei and S. Korea

Malaysia

5.8
3.1

10
0

1Q 2019

Other Clusters

Avg. 2011-17 (% yoy)

Policy initiatives for a more balanced
development
Implement principle-based investment
approach
Enhance talent in advanced manufacturing and
modern services
Embrace technology to strengthen firms’
capabilities

Source: Department of Statistics Malaysia, Bank Negara Malaysia unless stated otherwise
For more information, visit www.bnm.gov.my
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I nternational Economic
Environment
HIGHLIGHTS
• The global economy continued to expand in the rst quarter of 2019.
• Lower external demand led to weaker export performance in regional economies.
• However, nancial market volatility eased, supported by accommodative monetary
conditions in the advanced economies.

Global growth expanded further

Global economic activity continued to expand in 1Q 2019

The global economic expansion continued in the rst
quarter of 2019. With the exception of the US and
the UK, many advanced and regional economies
recorded a sustained or slower pace of expansion
during the quarter.

Chart 1: GDP Growth of Selected Economies
6.4
5.6

6
5
4

5.1

4.5

3.2

3
1.8

2
1

1.8
1.2

1.7
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4Q 18

Singapore

C. Taipei

Korea

Malaysia

I ndonesia

Philippines

PR China

Euro area

UK

0
US

Growth in the US economy accelerated, exceeding
market projections. However, the improvement
was primarily driven by temporary support from a
buildup of inventories. Private investment slowed,
suggesting underlying softness in domestic activity.
In the euro area, growth was broadly sustained amid
some unfavourable developments in several of its
larger economies. In Germany (29% of euro area
GDP), the automobile industry was impacted by
the new fuel emission standards for diesel-powered
vehicles, aќecting domestic and external sales. The
extensive value-chain production networks across
several countries in the euro area meant that the
shock also aќected these economies. Growth in the
UK improved due to a buildup of inventories ahead
of Brexit.

Annual change (% )
7

1Q 19

Source: National authorities

Growth in PR China remained stable. Infrastructure
investment, tax reforms and targeted monetary
stimulus contributed to stronger-than-expected
domestic activity. Meanwhile, growth in the rest of the
Asian region was more moderate, as stable domestic
demand was oќset by weaker exports.
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Interview with RFP Programme Best Student : Eng Li Sian
1.Why did you decide to take up financial
planning as a career?
When I was growing up, my father would tell me how
his mother, although an illiterate, was financially wise by
saving the little that she earned from cleaning people’s
houses and renting out her bedroom in the house, so
that she could provide overseas education for all her
4 children. As a young working adult, I desired to learn
how to be financially prudent - to maximize the value of
my income.

2.What are your feelings on being the best
student?

5.Please elaborate on the personal
qualities needed by a good financial
planner.
Dedication, diligence, integrity and courage.

6.What advice would you give to those
studying for a qualification in financial
planning for them to succeed?
Study with the goal of improving yourself and your
clients’ well-being and not just for the sake of passing the
exams.

It came as a surprise because there were many students
who had more industry experience than I do.

3. Please share your aspirations and future
goals with us.
I would like to dedicate my time and efforts to helping
my clients improve the lives of their children and
grandchildren.

4.Which subject posed the biggest
challenge for you? How did you meet the
challenge?
Tax was a difficult subject. I paid close attention during
the lectures and reviewed my notes soon after class to
retain as much information as I could.
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my&me
money

B engk el Pengurusan Kewangan
Diiktiraf oleh

Selangor

Dewan Hasil Sri Mutiara, Menara Hasil, PJ Trade Centre

2 november 2019 | 9.00am- 5.00pm

Dengan kerjasama

BENGKEL
PENGURUSAN KEWANGAN

MFPC embraces

Objektif Kursus

A MEWUJUDKAN KESEDARAN
Mewujudkan kesedaran terhadap kepentingan
pengurusan kewangan peribadi yang berhemah ;

B MENINGKATKAN PENGETAHUAN
Meningkatkan pengetahuan mengenai
aspek-aspek perancangan

C MENGUASAI KEMAHIRAN
Membolehkan peserta menguasai kemahiran
menggunakan kaedah pengurusan kewangan
peribadi supaya lebih teratur.
MUAT TURUN APLIKASI, MAIN DAN MENANG

Gamification

Hadiah
untuk dimenangi
Hadiah Utama Hadiah Kedua

Aplikasi Rasmi

MFPC

TnGo (RM100)

Voucher Jusco

MFPC

Tshirt

Daftar secara Online
https://1st.mfpc.org.my/PublicEventRegistration/83
Masuk Percuma
Syarat-syarat Penyertaan
1. Daftar (Melalui Laman Web)
2. Muat Turun Aplikasi Rasmi Gamification
3. Main, Scan dan Menang
Jom datang dan memeriahkan My Money & Me pada 2 November 2019!

MFPCSecretariat

khalil@mfpc.org.my

Malaysian Financial Planning Council (MFPC)

www.mfpc.org.my

+603-6203 5899

Suite 22.7, Level 22, Menara One MontKiara (1MK), No.1,Jalan Kiara, MontKiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur, West Malaysia. Tel: +603-6203 5899 | Fax: +603-6201 2669 | http://www.mfpc.org.my
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PIDM: Your community protector
“Remember PIDM, remember protection!”

but within the context of the financial system.

If you’ve heard this tagline on the TV or radio recently, you
would know three things by now:

1.Protecting financial consumer
Like firefighters, PIDM is a protector – it protects financial
consumers by insuring their eligible bank deposits,
takaful and insurance benefits if a member bank or
insurer member goes bankrupt. The public do not need
to worry or panic as PIDM will ensure that you will
continue to have access to your deposits, takaful and
insurance benefits.

1.Perbadanan Insurans Deposit Malaysia (PIDM) is the
government authority that protects your savings, takaful
and insurance benefits.
2.PIDM protects your savings up to RM250,000 per
depositor per member bank and your takaful or
insurance benefits up to RM500,000 in the unlikely event
a PIDM member bank or insurer member goes bankrupt.
3.PIDM protection is free and automatic – no fees and
sign-ups required.
So far so good? Now, let’s get in a little deeper on the
other things PIDM does.
Since everyone is familiar with the responsibilities of a
firefighter, let’s use them as an analogy.
Firefighters are called to protect the public in emergency
situations. They are one of the more well-rounded and
versatile emergency task forces in the world and they
respond to a wide variety of calls. These days, firefighters
have expanded their role to be more involved with the
community. They raise awareness, conduct fire safety
checks and communicate fire prevention and other safety
messages to the public.
PIDM’s role is very much similar to that of the firefighters’

2.Public awareness
Just as how firefighters work tirelessly to educate the
public about fire safety, PIDM continuously educates
the public about its roles and the protection systems
it administers. PIDM reaches out to various stakeholder
groups through advertisement and awareness
campaigns, brochures and information materials, as
well as briefings and training as better awareness and
understanding of PIDM can help financial consumers
make better-informed financial decisions and protect
themselves from scams.
3.Ever ready
Similar to the fire drills conducted by local firefighting
departments, PIDM conducts regular simulations of a
member institution failure during normal times to test the
capabilities of its people, infrastructure and systems.
To learn more about PIDM and how its protection systems
work in detail, call the toll-free line at 1-800-88-1266 or
head on to www.pidm.gov.my and find out how you can
maximise on the protection provided.
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Boxed article:

Financial consumer protection works hand in hand
with financial literacy. Individuals who are equipped
with awareness and knowledge of the various financial
products and services, the associated risks and their
rights as a financial consumer are in a better position to
achieve their financial goals.

freedom or incurring unwanted debt. There is a wide
range of financial products, such as saving schemes
and bank deposits, insurance or takaful products,
unit trust funds, stocks and other investment products
that offer a range of options to fit different financial
objectives.

We share three steps on how you can be a smart
financial consumer:
Step 1: Know Your Financial Products
Research on the different types of products that can
meet a specific goal or need and where to get them.
When you compare different products and services, you
may find you have choices you hadn’t thought of before.
If you are uncertain, seek clarification or professional
advice to help you make an informed decision, or avoid
financial products that you do not understand.

Step 3: Know Your Financial Risks
Knowing your rights and responsibilities as a financial
consumer can help you navigate through any
potential issues that you may have with your financial
service provider should they arise. Find out what the
fees, rates, terms and penalties associated with the
financial services and products are. Always read the
fine print before signing any agreements for financial
products or services. For deposit products, takaful
certificates and insurance policies, check whether they
are protected by PIDM before you proceed.

Step 2: Know Your Financial Rights
Being aware of your financial goals and your risk
tolerance will help you identify what types of financial
products are suitable for you and enable you to choose
products that you can afford without risking your financial

With these three steps, now you can shop around for
the products that best suit your needs and goals. By
comparing different products in the market, you will
have a better understanding of the different options,
benefits and risks before settling on your choice.
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WHAT WILL YOU BENEFIT FROM PLANNING
YOUR RETIREMENT EARLY?

WHAT WILL YOU BENEFIT FROM
PLANNING YOUR RETIREMENT EARLY?
IMPORTANT KEYS TO IDENTIFY
YOUR RETIREMENT PLANNING & MANAGEMENT

KEYS TO IDENTIFY
YOUR RETIREMENT PLANNING & MANAGEMENT
Current Age

Knowing your
current age to set
the retirement
milestones, retiring
at 55 or 60 for
examples?

Retirement Age

From 55 or 60,
estimating number
of retirement years
ahead, till 75 or 80
for examples?

Total Assets

Forecasting your
total assets / wealth
accumulated during
retirement; to be
debts free from
housing loan, car
loan, kid's
education, etc.

by Erim Lim Geok Leng
Principal Consultant, Registered
Financial Planner, MDRT Premier
Planner X 9, QAS The Talent House

dynamic. But we can always track the progress every
5 years to assess whether the performance of the overall
portfolio is strong, good or bad.
THE FUNDAMENTAL STEPS_TO GAPS IDENTIFICATION

Retirement Goal

Ensuring "what you
have" Vs "what you
need" to last for the
long haul.

HIGHLIGHTS
HIGHLIGHTS:

•What is the current retirement age in Malaysia?
• What
is the current
retirement age age
in Malaysia?
a)As
at 2018,
the retirement
in Malaysia remains
unchanged at age 60.
a) Retirement age in Mal remain unchanged at age 60 in year 2018.
b)The Human Resources Minister reported considering
extending
age
to 65spoke
dueofto
low salaries
b) Recently,the
the retirement
Human Resources
Minister
reviewing
and
it to age 65
due to low salaries
and insufficient
of savings
and extending
many having
insufficient
savings
in EPF for
old age.
from pressreader.com
EPF for old age. (source:
Oct 5, 2018)
2018 from online
(source:
5 October
pressreader.com)

•Are you financially prepared for your retirement?
a)The
majority
aren’t.
The
reason is insufficient
• Are
you financially
prepared
for core
your retirement?
retirement savings due to low wages and inflation.
a) Majorities
aren’t, thethe
core retirement
reason for insufficient
retirement
savings
Hence,
extending
age till
65 may
not be
are due to low wages & inflations. Hence, extending the retirement
as impactful
as thought.
age till 65 may not as impactful as we thought.
•Do you know that improper retirement planning will result
in your ending up with insufficient retirement savings?
a)Findings of an Employees Provident Fund (EPF)
report reveal that the savings of 7 out of 10 retirees
will be depleted in less than 2 years while 2 in 3 retirees
only live with RM950 a month until the age of 75. This
indicates a need for urgent action to address the high
number of retirees who are not financially prepared for
their retirement years. (source: www.		
freemalaysiatoday.com 4 October 2018)
b)The most common mistake is setting wrong allocations
of household incomes for individual preferences. As a
good example, assuming you have a surplus of RM1,000
each month out of your household income, the wise
decision would be to allocate additional resources
to paying off your housing loan, and for retirement
and education purposes rather than allocating all to
education, for example.
c)Through proper retirement planning and management,
you will be able to achieve sustainable retirement goals.
d)Remember, retirement planning is a process of
“accumulating and spending” at the same time.
Proper assets allocation and diversification are very
crucial at every milestone in one’s lifetime. This is to
ensure you enjoy a good retirement using your
retirement capital.
•Technically, there are many vehicles available to help
you to achieve your retirement goals. EPF, unit trusts,
gold investment, shares, properties and bonds are some
of the investment tools used to generate the financial
results to meet retirement goals.
•Hence, there is no best way to prepare and plan for our
retirement because our retirement resources are always

Below are some actual case studies calculated using the
concept of Present Value & Future Value:
1.SCENARIO 1
Name		
Current age		
Retirement age
Current salary		
Current total assets
			
			
			
Total expenses
Retirement goal
			

: XXX married with no children
: 35
: 60
: RM6,500 a month
:Fixed deposits: RM100,000 with 		
XXX Bank @ 4% interest
Unit trust: RM50,000_from XXX 		
Bank @ 4.5% interest
: RM5,000 a month
: RM1,000,000
(fully liquidized for ownself)

FACT FINDINGS & RESULTS
a)Total fixed deposit and unit trust @ age 60: RM416,856.
b)Total EPF @ age 60: RM692,700 with a 1% average salary
increment; a bonus of 1 month’s salary; contribution
rate of 11% (employee) with average dividend of 5%;
and current EPF savings in Account 1: approximately
RM80,000, and approximately RM34,000 in Account 2.
(Account 2 is to pay for loans compression.)
c)Total maturity value derived from 2 endowment policies
from company XXX at age 60: estimated to be
RM210,000.
d)As the best estimation, Mr X (at age 60) will accumulate
a total wealth of RM1,319,556 as compared to
RM1,000,000 which is his retirement goal. This means
there are no retirement gaps. Assuming a 4% growth,
this retirement fund may last him for 54 years, if his
spending behaviour is RM5000 a month as compared
to 25 years if he spends RM7000 a month , or 15 years
with a luxurious lifestyle spending of RM10,000 a month
(after a 4% growth).
ALTERNATIVES
a)To relocate fixed deposits and unit trust funds into
another investment portfolio which can fetch a greater
return of 7% ARR (Accounting Rate of Return) at age
60 with RM814,115 as compared to RM416,856 (the initial
investment planned, initial capital + compounding
interest after 25 years). This translates into an additional
savings of RM397,259.
b)With proper quantitative analysis, total wealth
accumulated at age 60 is RM1,716,815 with ZERO
retirement gaps. The power of this wealth
accumulation allows for retirement
conservation too.
c)As a wise investor, do you think it
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is wiser to continue your contribution into fixed deposits
and unit trust with ARR at 4%-4.5% as compared to 7%
ARR? In addition, should you start your retirement
planning now or later? If you can see the importance
and urgency, you will definitely invest and start to plan
your retirement now rather than later.
2.SCENARIO 2
Name		
Current age		
Retirement age
Current wages
Current total assets
			
			
			
Total expenses		
Retirement goal
			

: XXX married with 2 children
: 45
: 60
: RM8500 a month
: Fixed deposits: RM50,000 from 		
XXX Bank @ 4% interest
Unit trust: RM 50,000 from XXX 		
Bank @ 4% interest
: RM8,500 a month
: RM1,000,000
(liquidize for ownself + RM 100,00
for education of each child)

FACT FINDINGS & RESULTS
a)Total fixed deposit and unit trust at age 60: RM180,094
(initial capital + compounding interest after 15years).
b)Total EPF at age 60: RM566,000 with 2% average salary
increment; bonus of 1.5 months; contribution rate of 11%
(employee); average dividend of 5%; current EPF
savings: around RM150,000, and Account 2 savings
is around RM64,000 (Account 2 is to pay for loans
compression).

d)To achieve ZERO retirement gap, make a minimum
investment of RM500 a month in another investment
which can fetch a good return at 7% - 8.5% ARR,
translating into new savings of RM158,481 at age 60.
e)The total wealth accumulated at age 60 after a proper
re-allocation of funds, achieving a retirement goal of
RM1,045,384.

c)Total maturity value derived from 1 endowment policy
from company XXX at age 60: estimated at RM45,000.

f)With retirement allocation (after deducting RM200,000
for both children), the balance of retirement funds will
last for 31 years if his spending behaviour is RM4,000 a
month at 4% ARR as compared to 21years if he spends
RM5,000 a month.

d)With a proper quantitative analysis, the total wealth
accumulated at age 60 is RM791,094 as compared to
RM1,000,000 (retirement goal). He has created a
potential gap of RM208,906.

CONCLUSION
Proper retirement planning and management is vital.
To help you to avoid insufficient retirement savings at
retirement age.

e)Without factoring in RM100,000 for each of his 2
children’s education, the total retirement funds at age
60 can only last for 27.5 years if his spending behaviour is
RM4,000 a month at 4% ARR as compared to 19 years if
he spends RM5,000 a month.

The above case studies show that, proper investment
planning and management could reap additional
savings of between RM90,000 to RM400,000, depending on
the portfolio’s performance.

f)However, with expenses of RM200,000 for children’s
education, the balance will last for 17 years if his
spending behaviour is RM4,000 a month at 4% ARR as
compared to 12.7 years if he spends RM5,000 a month.
SOLUTIONS
a)To fill the potential gap of RM208,906, relocate fixed
deposit and unit trust funds into another investment
vehicle which can fetch a greater return at 7% ARR with
RM275,903 as compared to RM180,094 at age 60.
b)With detailed and proper gap management, this gap is
reduced to RM113,097 as compared to RM208,906.
c)After another proper quantitative analysis, adjust current
cash inflow as compared to outflow to a new
total monthly expense of RM7,500 a month
as compared to RM8,500 a month.
Therefore, an additional RM1,000 a
month can help to create and grow
more retirement capital.
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Why waste when you can save more? A good financial
planner can assist you to increase your personal wealth
directly and indirectly in many ways.
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Malaysian Financial Planning Council
(Reg. No: 0402-04-5)
(Incorporated under Societies Act 1966)
CIRCULAR

Notice of 15th Annual General Meeting
Dear ladies and gentlemen,

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the 15th Annual General Meeting of the Council will be held at MFPC Office, Unit 22.7,
RFP/Shariah RFP MODULE 4 COURSE MATERIALS – NEW EDITION 2019
Level 22, Menara One Mont Kiara (1MK), No.1, Jalan Kiara, Mont Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur on 27 Jun 2019 at 2:00 p.m.
for the following purposes:

In view of the yearly taxation and zakat regulatory and industry changes in conjunction with the government

budget 2018
that Agenda
took place; we are pleased to inform that the Board has reviewed and up-dated the RFP and
Preliminary
Meeting
Shariah RFP course materials accordingly.
1.Opening Address by the President.

The course materials RFP/Shariah RFP Module 4, Edition 2019 will be used for study and examination
2. Toeffective
receive 1and
approve
the minutes of the 14th Annual General Meeting.
st
purpose
January
2019.
3.To receive the Treasurer’s Report and the Audited Accounts for the year ended 31 December 2018.

Please find highlight of chapter changes made in the RFP/Shariah RFP Module 4; Edition 2019 as below for
your attention:
4.To receive the Secretary’s Report for the year ended 31 December 2018.
1. re-appoint
Introduction
to Malaysian
Income
5.To
Azman,
Wong Salleh
& Co Taxation
as the Auditors of the Council to hold office until the conclusion of
   the
Annualstatus
General
Meeting and
toother
authorize
the National Council to fix their remuneration.
2. next
Resident
of individuals
and
persons

3.
Computation of Chargeable Income – the basic format
4.
Employment Income
5. transact
Investment
Income
7.To
any other
business which may properly be transacted at an Annual General Meeting for which
   due
notice
of 30
days shall
have been
6.
Exempt
Income
– Schedule
6 given by virtue of clause 9-10 of the Constitution.
7.
Business taxation – computation of Gross Income
By order of the National Council of MFPC,
8.
Business taxation – computation of Adjusted Income
Anuar Bin9.Shuib Business taxation – computation of Statutory Income
Secretary10.
Taxation of Individuals
11.
Taxation of Partnerships
Kuala Lumpur
12.
14 March 2019 Taxation of Companies
13.
Taxation of Trusts, Estates and Settlements
Notes: 14.
Introduction to Zakat
Voting Members
may appoint
proxy
attend and vote at any general meeting of the Council on his or her behalf.
15.
Application
of a
Zakat
ontoWealth
The instrument appointing a proxy shall be in writing and signed by the Member appointing the proxy. A proxy shall be a
Zakat and
Tax Planning
Member 16.
of the MFPC.
A Member,
except the Chairman of the meeting, shall not be entitled to represent more than one
17.
Tax
Administration
(1) Member as his or her proxy. To be valid, Proxy Form must be completed and deposited with the Secretariat at Unit
22.7, Level
One Mont Kiara (1MK) No1 Jalan Kiara, Mont Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur not less than seventy18.22, Menara
Tax Planning
6.To conduct the 7th MFPC Election Proceedings.

two (72) hours before the time of the meeting. (Please download Proxy Form at MFPC home page; www.mfpc.org.my)

SUITE 22.7, LEVEL 22, MENARA ONE MONT KIARA, NO. 1, JALAN KIARA, 50480 MONT KIARA, KUALA LUMPUR
TEL: 03-6203 5899 FAX: 03-6201 2669
EMAIL: mfpc@mfpc.org.my WEBSITE: www.mfpc.org.my
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